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The chaol ic  innar ionary uni lerse scenano based on a Joint  account o[  vacuum polar izat ion and scalar  f ie ld ef fects is

consrdered The probrbrhr)  for  rhe universe to go through the in l la l ionary stage increases compared 10 thal  in th€ separate

sc€nanos.  The rota l  expansion dur ing the inf lat ronary s la8e rs equal  lo the product  of  the expansions in the separale scenar ios.

1. In the development of cosmology during the last
fcw years, ever increasing hopes are related to models
in which the universe was exponentially (or quasi-ex-
ponentially) expanding at very early stages of its evo-
lution. There are two main types of models. The mod-
els of the lust type are connected with the account of
the one{oop corections to the Einstein equations and
higher-derivative terms in the gravitational action [],
2l . The second-type models are based on the investi-

Sation of cosnological consequences of a slow evolu-
tion of a scalar field g in the exponentially expanding
(inflationary) universe [3-5]. Below, these models
will be called for brevity type I and type II models re-
spectively. For an extensive review of the history of
the development of these models, their advantages and
difficulties and also of the objectives which were pur-
sued by their creators see ref. [6] .

For a long time the type I and type II models
seemed to b€ competing and probably even mutually
incompatible. The exponential expansion of the uni-
verse was thought of as a rather exotic phenomenon
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and it seemed unlikely that both abovementioned
mechanisrns could work simultaneously. Moreover,
different initial conditions seemed to be necessary for
the realization of the scenarios [1,3 y'] . Since quan.
tum gravity is far from bein8 completely elaborated
and since it was not possible to solve the primordial
monopole problem [7] in the lust models of the q?e
I [1], most scientists originally prefened to study the
type Il models [3,4] , and the favourable one was the
new inflationary univers€ scenario [4] . MeanwNe,
since 1982 the status of the models of both wDes has
significantly changed .

2. FLst of all, the type II models were essentially
modfied. It was shown that in order to obtain small
density perturbations after inllation 6p lp - t0-" ,
which are necessary for galaxy formation, one should
consider a theory of an extremely weakly interacting
field 9 [8-l l] . Such.a field usually does not undergo
any high-temperature phase transitions in the early
universe since the time necessary for a considerable
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modification of its initial yalue due to high-tempera-
ture effects usually exceeds the age of the universe [6.
I 2] . Therefore it is extremely diff icult (if posible at
aI) to obtain a completely satisfactory realization of
the new inflationary universe scenario [4] , which is
based on the theory of high-temperature phase transi-
1ions. Despit€ many efforts, no consistent realization
of the new inJlationary universe scenario has been sus-
gested so far.

Fortunately, this difficulty disappears in the chaot-
ic inJlation scenario [5] , according to which the uni-
verse was initially filled with some chaotic initial dis-
tribution of a scalar f ield 9. It turns out that. in a wide

-class of theories, the domains of t}le universe with lgl
>CMp lC=O( I ) ,Mp=G r l2  i s the  p lanck  mass l  ex-
panded more than e?0 times during the slow rolling of
the field to the rninimum of its potential enery V(e).
The specific property of the chaotic inflation scenario
is that the expansion of the universe at the inflation_
ary stage rs not precisely exponential. The Flubble pa-
raneter H = d la [a(t is rhe sca.]e faclor of the uni_
verse] in this scenario slowly changes during inflation,
However, the variation ofll at the stage of inflation is
srnall compared to the rate of the expansion itself-
i.e. the condition

l H ) < H z  ( l )

rs.sarisfied_. Then Rf = lO{n o -3d26f . The stages
when eq. (l) holds wil l be called the quaside Sitrer
ones.

According to the chaotic inflation scenario, the
more the initial value ofg is, the greater is the infla-
tion of the universe. The initial polential energy den.
sity of the scalar field I(9) in this scenario can be arbi
tmrily large. This circumstance has two imDortant con-
sequences. Firstly, in contrast to other versions of the
inflationary universe scenado, the flatness problem can
be solved here even if tlle universe was sDatially closed
in i t la l l y  l6 l .  l l r t  us remind I t3 l  thar  i i  the  un iverse
is spatially closed and its energy densiry at the planck
time rp -,rl l [ '  is far from the crit ical one, then it
recollapses during a typical t ime t - rp, i.e. before
the beginning of inflation, unless inflaiion starts with
I(p) >,,Yfl1. Secondly, the possibiliry for inflation to
begir with V(,02 Ml makes possible a realization of
tie inJlationary sc€nario for the type II models based
on the idea of quantum creation of the universe [6,14] .
(Analogous realization for the type I models was sug-
gested in ref. [15] .)
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It is especially important that in the infinite
(e.g. open) universe, there should be infnitely manv
domains of a size / > 2fl -l [5] wtrere l,pl ) 

-C 
lo jusr

before the beginning of the inllationary stage. The size
of these domains at the pres€nt moment is larger than
the size of the observable part of the universe. In this
scenario inflation of the universe, from an exotic Dhe.
nomenon which could occur in a number of rathei
specific theories only, becomes a natural cons€quenc€
of chaotic initial mnditions in the expanding universe,

3. Simultaneoudy, a similar metamorphosis has
taken place with the type I models. The frst model of
this type Il] was constructed on the basis of the con-
formal anomaly of the tota.l vacuum energy-momen-
tum tensor of massless (or light enough) quanturn
fields,

ct ,) 
= -(t l2l8or2)Ik f ikhciktn

+ kz(RikRik - In2; + rronl (2)
where R = R /i ard rhe constants & 1 , k2, k3 depend on
the number and types of the quantum fields contribut.
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It should be mentoned that the procedure of addi.
tion of quadratic terms to the Einstiin cravitationr.l
action in general is not completely harmles since it
may lead to the appearance of ghost particles with l

ing to (2). However, it was realized soon that to pro
vide a zufficient duration of the inflationary cage one
should asume Ora1 /r2 > 0, &3 < 0, l&3 | ) &2, whictr
is not satisfied in typical cases (in particular, there
exid- supergravity theories where ,t2 = 0). Therefore
another version of the type ll model was considered
[2] in which the locat term ]y'3R2lg,nM2 ntthU
( i\1p was added to the lagrangian of the gravitational
field. This conesponds to the effective renormalization
of k3 . After that, the effectiye constant f? need not
be proponional to the number of Light quantun
fields. More generally, a locat term/(R) can be addcd
to the gravitational lagrangian, where / is an arbitsry
function rcstricted by rhe condition limn _olf(R)lRl= 0 oniy (see ref. [16] in this connection).

,..]

negative energy [17] . Fortunately, the introductiotr
the R2 orl(R) term (in contrasl to the Cikbniklf, .
term) does not lead to the appearance of gjrosrs Ilfl
If the sign of the R2 term is chosen correctly th€n
obtain only one new scalar particle with positive
gy and positive mass $quared. It is this particle thst
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was called scalaron in ref. [1] . Therefore, the hypoth-
esis that the scalaron rest massM is significantlv s.nall_
e r  t h a n  t h e P l a n c k m a s s  [ M - ( 1 0 - 4  l 0  s ) i r l
does not lead to any difficulties or inconsistencies. If
M 4l{p and R,7r1^Rikln <M4 then the k, and k1
tenns  in  eq .  t2 lcan  be  neg lec ted .  Thus .  rhe  rype I
models need not be based on th€ non-local part of con-
formal anomaly fwe calJ rhe k, and l2 rerms in eq.
(2) nonlocal because riey camor be obtained by vari-
ation of any local action with respect to the metricl .
This conclusion completely eliminates the crit icism of
thc type I models expressed in ref. [18] .

It was shown in ref. [2] that the modified type I
models posses a prolonged quasi-de Sitter stage. lnlla-
tion in these models can also be chaotic, i,e. the quan-
tny // can be differenr in dil ' ferenr poirrs of space, H
=//(l.r). Therefore. the inflationary universe scenario
based on a type I model with the R2 term (we shall
continue to call this lerm vacuum polarization for
brevity) can be realized over a wide range of initial
conditions for the scalar curvature R,

lfM < lOl5 GeV, then the monopole problem can
be also solved in this scenario. This is the case because
the phase transition with SU(5) breaking takes place
before the end of the inflationary stage [even if the
unbroken SU(5) phase was present at the very begin-
ning of the expansion] ard the temperarure never
grows to I0l5 GeV after the end ofinfladon (the
sca la ron  l i fe r ime r -  u l1u3 [ t l  fo r .MK l0 rs  Gev
is large enough, and therefore reheating occurs com-
paratively late). The same reason is responsible for the
absence of the monopole problem in the type l l mod-
els based on superSrayity [12] .

4. Thus, it appears now that scenarios of both Wpes
do not need significartly differenr iniriaj condirions'
and, therefore, they can be realized simultaneouslv.
So, we consider the generalized model where the ex-
pansion of the universe is determined by the com-
bined inJluence of a scalar field 9 with a potential
fq) pa Ut the vacuum polarizarion described by the
lll'yR'z lghM 2 term jn the total lagrangiar (the numeri-
cal co€fficient is chosen here in such a way that the
sca.laron mass is equal to M). Then the evolution of the
flat Frie dm ann -Ro be rtson -Walke r cosmoloqical mod-
el and of the scalar field follows from the equ-ations

H2 =(Bnt3M!)tib2 + v(ol

-u-2Paii+anzfi-f i21,

$+ lae+v ' (d=0 ,  H= i l a ,  M4Mr ,  (3 )
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to
the usual time r and the prime, differentiation with re_
spect to I lthe term in eq. (2) has been neglected] .

If the scalar field changes slowly at the quasi"
de  S i r re r .s rage ( l ) ,  IQ lp ,  <  H .we can neg lecr . l . , |2 ,
HH nd Ht in eqs. (3), and they rake the followinp
form

6H'HlM' + Hz = (8rl3M i)v(€\,
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3Hb + v'(0= o. (4)

Eq. (4) can be integrated in the Beneral cas€ by using
g as an independent variable:

^  t d a Hr = 4  J  v G i '

dH2 | de = tM2 I v' (dl lH2 - 8rv(e)BM\l,

n2 =,!n@lMr)2 *rfu, i &)

" i *n *,(-u, j' pr, r)av,

where tl = const. is the time when the quaside Sitter
stage ends and al is the size of the universe at the end
of inflation.

An important result can be obtained from eqs. (5):
. -  t

naJ! )=Sso,
on J

R" dp, r(9, )= - . -  
_ ; j  *  ( 3 l M t ) W A -  H 2 ) .  ( 7 )Mi v'tv)

(s)

If the condition l&/,pl ( 11 is not satisfied at the quasi-
de Sitter staBe (l), then the scalar f ield rapidly var.r-
ishes and can be neglected at all, and we retum to the
inflationary regime generated by the vacuum polariza-
tion only [2] :

11 = lnzgr - t ) ,  M<H<Mp,

a(t)=orexpl-  ] iU21r,  -  421, (6)

I
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Here t0 is the moment of the begiffIing of the quasi

de Sitter stage and,ag,H6,9g are the corlesponding
initial values of a,l/, 9. Comparing eq. (7) with the ex-

presions obtained in refs. [2,5] for the separate sce-
narios where only one of the two species (either a
scalar field or vacuum polarization) was taken into

account but not boti, we arrive at the following simple
rule: the total expansion of the universe dudng the in-
flationary stage (i.e.,a1ica) in the combined scenado,
considered as a function of g and fl, is equal to the
product of the total expansion in the s€paJate scenar-
io. This rule is rather general and can be applied also

to the inflationary scenario with an ajbitrary number

of scalar fields i-nteracting oniy grayitationally.
l,et us further consider, foltowing ref. [5] , the

theory with the potential r/(9) = 
i\p4, I < 1 Then

eq. (7) and the last of eqs. (5) take the form

H2 = -in(MlM)2 exp(-Mz l2\e2)

x f exD(,,1.12 /2ro?) d(,r?).
J ' r

tn(alai = 6lMl)(ef; - 'c2) * {tlu\{aa - 
"t) 

(at

Denote .ry = Mp lliG, r, <Mp. The ratio m/r/ is the
important parar-neter in our combined sc€nario.

L-et us consider the question about t}le origin of the
quasi-de Sitter stage. In the case when the Friedmann

model has a flat three-space (the total energy density
is equal to the critical one), all solutions, except t}Iose
having zero measure, reach singularity. The most g€n-

eral solution of eqs. (3) near singularity (r -, 0) has the

following form:

a(t) - \/t ,

v = c tl\/l + c 2 -',r, cltzx * ru2 luil r ...

H = t lzt  -bM213u2rlc i+ crt / r  + . . .

R = -6(H + 2H2) = t-t 1+nn21u!1cl- tscal\/;+ ...,

R 2  < R * R i k  -  t  4 (e)
where C 1, C2, C3 are the ubitrary constants (indepen-
dent initial conditions). It is worthwhile to note here
that, in the absence ofvacuum polarization, the gener-
al solution would behave as a (r) - rll3 near singularity
which cofiesponds to the effective equation of state p
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= € (i.e., the Zeldovich limiting equation of state) +! .
So, the effect of vacuum poladzation near singularity
is the change of the effective equation of stale to that
of masdess radiation (the behaviour of the general so-
lution near singularity in the Pure vacuum polarization

case was considered earlier in ref. [19]). However, one
should not think that the R2 term is completely analo-
gous to radiation. The crucial difference between them
becomes clear when one considers the more Seneral
anisotropic singularity. For examPle, in the case of the
homogeneous Bianchi type models, radiation becomes
unimportant near singularity, but the vacuum polariza-
tion transforms the clasical one-paramelic vacuum
Kasner solution to the new two-parametric one where
the tfuee exponents 4" (a = I , 2, 3) satisfy only one
equality,

\-\ , I- s\ \ s-. ... s\

! n i = \ r -  ? n " )  
2 L o o ,  w i t h  t  < 1 , q " < i

(this condition guarantees that R2 <Rp1^Riklm zst
-+ o).

The evolution of our combined model during ex-
pansion (in the direction of growing t) depends on Cl,
C2, Ca. Without going into details, we pres€nt here the

results of our investigation. It appears that the Seneral
solution reaches the quasi-de Sitter stage (6) ot (8) or
(12) in the course of time if one of the following three

conditions is satisfied:

(i) lc3l> M3l2 ,

$) tc3t < M3t2' Q> {uf;tD^n0'ulr,, '

( i i j \  tc at < M 3 | 2, c! 3 1uf, | ul  ̂ no, u 1 ̂1.

lc2l> MP. ( l0)

These inequalities cover the most Part of possible ini-
tial conditions. This means that it is higlrly probable
for our combined model to go through the inllation'
ary stage during its evolution.

If m ) M, the quaside Sitter stage begins either
with the solution (8) where both the scalar field and
vacuum polarization work or, if the scalar field w8s
zufficiently snall initially, with the solution (6).I{

*r This regime for the theoty m292/2 without vacuufl poht-

ization terms wrs recently investiSated by Bctinski'
Grishchuk, Khalatnikov .nd Zeldovich (to be publtuhed,

i
I
I

1
I
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Fig. l. The dependence of the Hubble parameter l/ on t for dle quasiie Sitter staSes
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by a hot radiationdomhated isotroPic stage where ?"f
- a-4 or by some anisotropic stage supported by vac-

uum polarization [16,20] .It can be shown that the

curves A and B in flg. I play the role of envelopes for

various evolution curves (depicted by dots in fig. l)

corresponding to different initial conditions.

It is not difficult to generalize our results to the

non-homogeneous case by assuming Cl , C2,Ca and H

to be functions of spatial coordinates. This corre'

s?onds to t}le case of chaotic inflation. In Particular,
after the proper generalization of the results obtained

in ref. [21] , it appears that the non-homogeneous

quaside Sitter stage has ttre following form in the qyn-

chronous system of reference:

d s 2  =  d 1 2  - t a p d x d d r B ,  d , P =  1 , 2 , 3 ,

r,u = a 
"u@ 

exv(zp(t,') d,)

x [1 + oG2e-/rd)]  , (  t3)

),M tfuoughout the whole stage At the end of it,

only vacuum polarization works, so the evolution is

described by the solution (6) also. This situatron cor-

responds ro the curve A i-n fig. I It is interesting that

if the scalar field was eYeI in the "slow rolli-ng" regime

l,i/,pl<fl during the quaside Sitter stag€ in this case,

it remains in this regime up to the end of inflation

even when l9l <,44p.lts evolution during the stage (6)

has the form

e2 = el{r + (4t,p?1M2)blr l(rr -  r) l  }-r ,

92 = const, n4cl - t) > 1. ( l  l )

ln the opposite case m (M, tlte model can pass

tluough two successive quaside Sitter stages: the fust

with 11 )M, described by eqs (5), (8) and the second

with//(M,where only the scalar f ield works [5] ,
'  , -  Z m t

s = 9ne-^t, H = \/ ;r>'(et/Mp) L

leol  >f fp.  (  l2)

The stage (12) corres?onds to the curve B in fig. 1. De'
pending on initial conditions (9), there may or may

not be a rathet short period of a power-law expansion

with a(r') - t2l3 dominated by masive dust-like

scalarons [1] between tlre two quasi'de Sitter stages.

The solution can also pas through the only one quasi

de Sitter stage (12) in this case.
Let us finally mention the possibilities that the

quaside Sitter regimes (8), (6) or ( l2) were preceeded

where a^o(r) are arbirrary functions of tfuee spatial

coordiniies restricted by the onJy condition that the

spatial gradients should be smaller than l/ 
- I at the

begirning of the stage (the same is assumed for the

spatial dependence ofH also) and the dependence of

,{1on t is gaen by eqs. (5), (6)' (8) in each point of

space.

5. Thus, we have shown that the two mechanisrns

36s
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of inflation, which earlier were considered separately,
can happily coexist with each other and their ioint ac-
counr results in the substanlial enJa_rgemenr oi the
number of domains in an inirially chaotic universe
wfuch pass through the inflationary stage. The initia.l
state of such a universe eitier could be dominated by
hot matter or it could be vacuumlike. W, can describe
the ensemble of init ial conditions for the curvafure R,
rhe-scalar f ield I and rhe temperalure f of matter in
orJerent domarns by rhe inil ial probabil iry amplirude
0(R, e, r).

Different classical init ial condltrons in an isotropic
untverse correspond elther to some pure state of ry' in
the case of a quantum creation of the universe [14,15,221 and in the case in which the tsotropic state aD_
pears after the decay of a more complex anisotropic
injt ial state [20] , or to a mixed stare ln the case of the
ordinary hot beginning.

Another important conclusion is that the inflation-
ary srage produced by one of t le mechanisms can typi-
cally create conditions necessary for the other mecha_
nrsm to come lnto play. In particular , jf m ) M and
only scalar-frelds work injrially (ut rhat U f,= ZnTr[1
3x IF . tpo l>Mp ar  lhe  beg inn ing  o f  rhe  qr ias i_de Sr " r re r
srage). lhe vacuunt polarization terms ajways become

::8"Ii:. l t 
dynamically [and rhe regirne (6) rates place

l rna ly l  because,9o  >r / .  In  the  oppos i te  casem ( ,0 / ,
rl the scaiar f iejJ was less than /1p inirjally, ir can be-
come greater than /ly'p due to the growth of its lons_
wave vacuun l  f luc rua l ions  [q .23 .24 ]  dur ing  the  qu-as i -
oe )l lter stag€ (6) produced by rhe vacuum polariza_
tron provided H0 ) y/MM p in iai y . and rhen the sec_
ond.quaside Sitter stage (12) wi take place (a similar
mechanism was used in ref. [25] in order to solve the
proorem ol symmetry breakjrg Ln supersymmetrjc
grand untl ied theories).

6. [€t us finally say a few words about density per_
turbations which are generated in our model durin!
the quasi-de Sitter stage. By using the expressions ob-
tamed in_refs. [2,8_11] (see also ref. [26]), it can be
si.r.ow1 (tne derails will be given elsewhere) that the am-
plitude of adiabatic perturbations generated in the com-
brned scenario is determined by the mechanism that
oomrnates at the end of the quasi_de Sitter slage and is
given by the smallest of the amplitudes which would
be g€nerated in each of the two scenarios s€paratelv.
At the present dusUike stage a(r) - ,Z/s - ,z lwnire
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q = J dt la(t)l we obrain;

6o lo  =  (2n \  312 [6 jp , i k r rs^1^1
J - . - e  \ w P t P r k .

l((6plpii>lu2 = t^ 4*l pttzrz ,

A(k) = (MIM) J5 h@lk r), M <m,
I--a- ^,^= J ' ; ^ l n " t ' ( k / k t ) .  M )  n ,  f i 4 )

where a f2rk 1= ( l _ 105 ) $n at the present time.
These results ate in an agreement with the estimates

made in-refs. [6,27] and with the results obtained in
ref. [28] , but somewhat differ from the results ob-
o...d 

l_:"1 [29]. The perrurbatjons (14) correspond
to the following large-scale arisotropy of the micio-
wave background radiarion [2,30] ;

AT.-  \ - \-f (a .,pl = IJ (AT/T)tny rn@ . p).

(@r/T ) i , , ,  = A2 I  tOon t( t  + t ) , ( ls)

Yh:t.: 
A = 

!(khor),k6o, 
= 2nlaq at the presenr rime.

tollows trotn direcl observations (using the conela-
tion function l2l) thatA ( l.5X t0-3. This, together
with eq ( t4), rrnpties that eirher MlMp < l0-s ;i 

--

s  l 0 - r r .

_We 
would like to note also that in our scenano not

only adiabatic but also the isothermal density pertur-
b,ations.are €enerated, whjch may become very impor-
tant at the late stages of the universe evoturion 1:i j .
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